discovered naturally occurring radioactivity, and that of Marie Curie, discoverer of the radioactive elements polonium and radium. There is also an offprint of Wilhelm Röntgen's 1895 announcement of his discovery of Xrays, and three handwritten letters by Werner Heisenberg to the Dutch physicist Samuel Goudsmit, discussing Goudsmit's discovery of electron spin.
Plotnick, who lives in Chicago, started his collection around 20 years ago. "I've always been interested in the history of physics," he says. Having learnt enough about the development of quantum physics, Plotnick is selling in order to concentrate on his new interest in early Islamic art.
Most historians prefer important documents to be held by public institutions to safeguard access, but they accept that private ownership doesn't necessarily hinder their work. Plotnick has already given many historians access to the documents. In spring, the consortium delivered wheat seed to 70,000 farmers in 11 provinces. Now multiplied, this and extra imported seed is being redistributed in time for the larger autumn planting. The project's other priority is the rehabilitation of 22 agricultural stations that have been destroyed over the past 25 years.
Wassimi says that it is essential that traditional and imported varieties of seed are tested so that the most suitable ones can be planted in different regions. Afghanistan's traditional crop varieties are highly diverse, partly because of the many microclimates of its mountain ranges.
After the national seed bank was destroyed in 1992, Wassimi spent two years collecting seed from around the country, and hid it in basements in Jalalabad and Ghazni. But looters destroyed the collection last year, stealing the seeds' plastic containers. At the Darul Aman agricultural station, looters also stole water pumps, and vandals dumped stones into wells, which had to be redug.
Wassimi says he can understand the looting, but not the vandalism. "Whatever destruction you see in Afghanistan, a quarter can be attributed to bombing and shelling, but the rest is vandalism," he observes gloomily. "Some days I feel depressed, but I read a book on positive thinking. That, and wanting to help the farmers, keeps me going."
